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THIS A GOOD OFFER?



YES!

• Even  though more than half the items exceed the market threshold, we can see that on average they 
only exceed the best available price by just 21%.

• Overall, the offering is just 5% greater (when weighted for demand) than the best available price for 
each of these items. 

• This means that the items that exceed the market threshold (on average) have a very low demand.
• Low demand items can be approached from different perspectives, so ask questions / use your 

best judgement!
• It’s simple to say that if ‘we don’t need it, don’t put it on contract’ … BUT …

• Perhaps these are items with low (but real) demand, that are exceedingly difficult to find 
(e.g. VHS players /  tapes) 

• Perhaps they are new to the market and have no yet developed a demand signal
• Be sure to evaluate 1) how many vendors carry the item and 2) the sales demand at the 

proposed price



IS THIS A GOOD OFFER?



YES!

• This is a good offer, by most of the same metrics noted in the previous example. 

• Don’t be thrown off by the higher unweighted price difference (54%)! It’s a bit tricky, but 
notice that (as a percentage) far less items in this example exceed the market threshold 
(~10%).

• So, what are general principles that make this and the previous offer good?
• A low demand-weighted premium has more importance than the number of items 

exceeding the market threshold
• And the inverse of this heuristic is what’s most important at the line item level: an 

item that exceeds the market threshold *and* has a relatively high demand 
weighted index score is usually not in the government’s best interest to allow on 
contract … 

• … this is why the results are sorted primarily  by Demand Weighted Index 
Score and secondarily by Market Threshold



IS THIS A GOOD OFFER?



THESE RESULTS DON’T MAKE SENSE!

• If nearly all the items are within the market threshold, having a demand weighted premium of 
157% is virtually impossible.

• This would mean that this offer (even with the items being almost entirely within the market 
threshold) is somehow 1.5 times more expensive than the baseline offering when weighted for 
demand. … But remember that largest margin between the baseline and a price proposed within 
threshold is 50% for items with a baseline price of $1.

• So what’s happening here? Any guesses?



THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT THE ‘DWIS’

• The Demand Weighted Index Score [DWIS] is aggregated at the contract level
• Why? So that we can compare the ‘value’ of one contract to another, even when they 

don’t contain the same items. 
• There are a few cool ways to think about the DWIS, but the easiest is this:

1. Imagine you have a grocery list… each time you shop, there are items you always 
buy (eggs, milk) and items you occasionally buy (spices, paper towels).

2. Conversely, the items you never buy will never make your list, right? If you’re 
allergic to carrots --- no matter how good of a carrot sale there is, you will never 
buy carrots, period.

3. Eggs and milk are cheapest at Whole Foods; paper towels are cheapest at Kroger; 
spices are cheapest at Trader Joes. --- Which store do you shop at? The one 
that gives me the best overall value for your high demand items, of course!

• The DWIS shows you how much you’d spend at a single store (i.e. the store == the 
contract modification), to get the items you typically buy. The stipulation is: 

● Buying each item from the best-priced store would cost you $100, but a entail a 
lot of hassle going from store-to-store.

● So now that we know this: any idea what’s going on with 
the previous example?



ODD RESULTS? …IT ALL COMES BACK TO MAPPING

• Some COs / Program Managers use 4P to intentionally run reports against multiple contracts --  they 
are assessing BPAs / Program performance, etc.

• The sorting by DWIS (at the item-level) in this case is still highly effective / accurate
• However, using the demand weighted premium (on the Overview) as a ‘at-a-glance’ score is 

discouraged given this usage!  

• Most users are *not* doing that type of analysis – they are either introducing errors when auto-filling 
the contract / DUNS number, or making mistakes when mapping the file.

• Pro tip: Before submitting a file … Familiarize yourself with the data. For example: does the 
‘contract number’ field contain the correct contract number? Remember, the 4P front-end interface 
is *not* checking for correctness, only completeness.

• In the case of our ‘nonsense’ example, the SIN was mapped to the contract number field at 
submission

• Checking the mapping will become even more important as we transition to having vendors 
submit their own files!!



NOW LET’S TAKE A DEEP DIVE INTO A REPORT

Things to do / remember:
1. Check the mappings to ensure your report is valid.
2. Handle duplicates / compliance issues first.

● If the issues are extensive, pull the LANDSCAPE report for the entire contract and 
remediate everything all at once.

● If the items are on contract already, this typically means a deletion mod also needs to be 
initiated!

3. High-demand items are the only items worth negotiating
4. Don’t fixate on the Market Threshold alone.

● We’ve seen modifications denied, even though the vendor was lowering their asking 
price, because the proposed price still exceeded the market threshold … this is an 
obvious mistake!

5. Don’t forget the research contained in the original file (now on the far right in the 4P report)!  

https://d2d.gsa.gov/report/gsa-fas-opc-supply-chain-landscape-and-catalog-resource-tool


USE THE DWIS TO MAXIMIZE YOUR EFFORT

• In our example report, there were 1820 items that exceeded the market threshold.



USE THE DWIS TO MAXIMIZE YOUR EFFORT

• Of the 1820, only 79 had a DWIS > 0. This means only 79 items had a significant demand signal.



USE THE DWIS TO MAXIMIZE YOUR EFFORT

• Of those 79, the top 34 items represented 81% of the sum of the demand index that 
exceeded the market threshold. FOCUS YOUR EFFORT ON THESE ITEMS. In general, 
this means the items that give the greatest return for your / the vendor’s effort.



USE THE DWIS TO MAXIMIZE YOUR EFFORT

• In short:
• Vendors: Resist the urge to negotiate every item; we are concerned about the quality 

of effort, not quantity / NOT items that likely won’t sell!
• CO’s: Resist the urge to negotiate just because. If the offer is good overall, save your 

effort for the (inevitable) offer that has serious pricing / compliance issues.
• When you do negotiate: utilize the sales likelihood / transaction pricing to show that 

lower pricing is in the vendors best interest.


